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Introduction

 The antecedent policy briefing PB/03/2010
“Taxation of Individual Entrepreneurs in Germany”
explains several simplifications for individual entrepreneurs in the
German tax system.
 During the presentation and discussion of the policy briefing
PB/03/2010 on 25 August 2010, several additional questions regarding
this topic were raised.
 This policy briefing PB/06/2010 presents answers to those questions
and provides the requested information.
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Information on the number of individual
entrepreneurs eligible for simple accounting
Who is
eligible?

• Individual commercial entrepreneur,
with a yearly turnover < 500,000 EUR and a yearly profit < 50,000 EUR
• “Freiberufler“, regardless of turnover and profit
(for explanation of “Freiberufler” see policy briefing PB/03/2010)

What is the
simplification?

• Simplified profit calculation
• Simplified records and tax declaration
• Income tax on cash basis (see policy briefing PB/03/2010)

Number of
eligible
entrepreneurs

approx. 2,000,000
= 88% of all individual entrepreneurs
= 62% of all entrepreneurs and companies
(Source: Federal Statistical Office, 2010)

Remark

Eligible entrepreneurs have the right, not obligation, to opt for simple
accounting. Not all eligible entrepreneurs use this option.

Legal norms

§§ 140, 141 AO, § 241a HGB, § 4 Abs. 3 EStG, § 11 EStG
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Record keeping obligations regarding simple
accounting
Who is
concerned?

• Individual entrepreneurs that opt for simple accounting
(see slide No. 4)

How long have • 10 years for all documents that provide evidence of tax declaration
records to be
(receipts, invoices)
kept?
• 6 years for all business letters
What type of
records are
allowed?

• Printed documents
• Electronic documents

What is the
intention?

• No systematic advantage for individual entrepreneurs regarding record
keeping. The record keeping periods are the same as for all entrepreneurs
and companies.

Legal norms

Decisions of Supreme Tax Court (Bundesfinanzhof) No. “XI R 25/ 02”
as of 26 Feb 2004 and No. “IV R 68/98” as of 15 Apr 1999;
§§ 90, 147 AO
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VAT simplifications in accordance
with EU legislation
Who is eligible?

• Individual commercial entrepreneur, yearly turnover < 500,000 EUR
• “Freiberufler“, regardless of turnover

What is the
simplification?

• VAT is calculated on the basis of settled accounts (cash basis), i.e. only
paid invoices are considered (see policy briefing PB/03/2010)

How does it fit
with EU
legislation?

Council directive 2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006
on the common system of value added tax:
• „... Member States may provide that VAT is to become chargeable, in
respect of certain transactions or certain categories of taxable person at
one of the following times: ... (b) no later than the time the payment is
received ...“ (Article 66)
• Furthermore, Article 281-294 allow special schemes for small
enterprises, e.g. regarding „simplified procedures for charging and
collection“.
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Illustration: Income tax declaration sheet for
simple accounting 1/2

Expenses

Revenues

Expenses
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Illustration: Income tax declaration sheet for
simple accounting 2/2

Profit (revenue surplus)
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Conclusions
Additional to the conclusions drawn in policy briefing PB/03/2010:
 The principles of record keeping are the same for all economic
agents
 No facilitation of tax evasion

 All measures are in line with EU legislation
 Experience in Germany
–Simplifications contribute to the development of SME
–No economic and structural distortions
–Practically no losses in public revenues (fiscal neutrality)

 Result: appropriate system with relevance for Ukraine
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List of Legal Norms

Abbreviation

Full name

Translation

AO

Abgabenordnung

Fiscal Code of Germany

EStG

Einkommenssteuergesetz

Personal Income Tax Code of Germany

HGB

Handelsgesetzbuch

Commercial Code of Germany
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